WHEN NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ARE EQUIVALENT TO LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Introduction. In this work, we study transformations mapping nonlinear differential equations to linear differential equations in a 1-1 manner. Based upon the group analysis of differential equations, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of such transformations. The established theorems not only allow us to determine the existence of the transformations but also enable us to actually construct these transformations from invariance groups of the nonlinear equations.
In the following analysis, two types of transformations are considered" (1) the invariance groups of differential equations; and (2) the mappings which transform nonlinear differential equations to linear differential equations. Theorems will be proved based upon the following observations. Clearly if there exists a 1-1 mapping between any two differential equations it must inject properties of one equation into the other, including their invariance properties. For this reason the often ignored fact that any linear differential equation admits an invariance group related to the superposition principle becomes very significant. The generator of this particular group depends upon an arbitrary solution of the linear equation. It follows then that any nonlinear equation transformable to a linear equation by a 1-1 mapping must admit an invariance group whose generator depends upon an arbitrary solution of some linear differential equation.
The idea of comparing invariance groups of differential equations in the search of mappings connecting the equations was first used by Bluman in his study of Burgers' equation [1] and it was applied to the study of the mappings of one-dimensional linear parabolic equations to the heat equation [2] . In the first section of this paper some basic properties of various transformations are summarized. (6) ,Z" A,, Bicklund [7] proved that for a scalar z the most general 1-1 transformation w -11 with this property is the extended contact transformation of Lie. On the other hand, for a vector z, the most general 1-1 transformation satisfying (8) is the extendedpoint transformation [8] . We summarize the basic properties of a Lie contact transformation.
Contact transformation of Lie. The following definition [9] of the Lie contact transformation is most suitable for our purposes"
, is a Lie contact transformation, i.e., (10) dZ Zi dXi p(oo (1) 2) Z, Z2, ', Z are determined from (11) or from OxiZ n t-ZiOz z Zj(OxX + ZiOzXl ") (12) G,Z Zi G,X. and p(w() from (13) o oz -zga=x, Ix,,, z,,], k=l,2,...,M. (14) The Lagrange bracket [.,. of two functions &(w 1)) and 0((.0 (1)) is defined by
Extensions of (9) to higher coordinates Z, n > 1, are found from the contact condition (8) . We write the extension of (9) to f") and its inverse as - (15) " fi"(o("), o and the infinite extensions as (16) fl (w), w w(). It is convenient to write the right-hand sides of (15) as (17) ((() Tw(, (((m) T-( and those of (16) (18) fi() T, () T-I. The transformation of a scalar function f(w (")) y y the Lie contact transformation T is written as Tf(w ) and defined by (19) Tf(w (n))=__f(T-Xf(,) F.
The inverse transformation of F(f()) into 3' is defined by (19') T-F(f) F( Tw ) "y.
Under the change of variables o -f defined by (9) and its extension, the operator (5), i.e., OOz + OiO, +" is transformed to (20) 
We write L TIT-I A. The (12) and (13), we find that (21) TO(w (")OzT (19) and that of F(ff")) by (19' It is easy to see that (44) can involve only those U", U,... appearing in (45). Equation (45) is solvable for U, tz 1, 2,..., K. This is seen as follows. Suppose this is not the case, i.e., rank IA, 11 < K, tz, u _-<K. We fix a point X X0 and assign to U(Xo), U (Xo) [ (48) ."U"-"(X)=0, u 1, 2,'" K.
These theorems ensure that if a given nonlinear system is transformable to a linear system by a 1-1 mapping, one can always find the mapping by examining the nature of the invariance group of the nonlinear system. The (11) or (12) . Next we use (13) for the known p r to limit the arbitrariness in Z. The resulting transformation X X, Z Z, Z= Z maps the nonlinear equation to an equation reducible to a linear equation U-(X)= 0. The form of P(X) depends upon the remaining arbitrariness in Z. For a system of equations, because of the forms of (36) and (39), the generators to be considered are linear in {z '}:
In view of Proposition 1, we see that these are equivalent to generators of a point group l= i (X, Z )Oxi "Jr" u (X, Z )Oz '. If there exists a mapping to a linear system, we can find the functions X(x,z), o-(x, z, z) by comparing the resulting generators (49') with (36). The functions Z"(x, z) are to be determined from these functions using equations (39). Equation (37) is found on determining the invariance group. Remark 1. It is possible for differential equations to admit generators whose forms are more general than those of (27) or (36) with the forms (27) or (36) as special cases. The Monge-Ampre equations considered in the next section are such examples. A system of ordinary differential equations also admits such generators.
3. Examples. To illustrate the use of our theorems, we consider some well-known equations transformable to linear equations. Since the linearization of differential equations f (x, u, u, ., u) 0 is equivalent to that of the equations f (x, z, z,.. , z,) 0 To find the mapping, we compare 17 with (27) to get . x, I7" =y and cr e -z/. 
